GUIDE TO AUTHORS
Europe’s World online not only features articles from the print version but also timely, topical articles
written exclusively for the website. As these articles are promoted with tweets and our regular
newsletters, your contribution is assured of being widely read by policymakers, experts and the public.
Through our revamped website and the journal, published twice yearly, Europe’s World offers
policymakers and opinion-formers across Europe and beyond a platform for presenting concrete ideas
and promoting debate on key issues.
Submission and Publication of Articles


Articles submitted to Europe’s World should be original and cannot have been published before
in any other journal or online magazine.



An invitation to contribute an article to Europe’s World is an indication of our interest, but
should not be taken as a guarantee that it will be published.




Articles should include the author’s name and a brief bio (no more than 100 characters).
Links and references may be included for the editor’s benefit, but will not feature in the
published article.

Content of Articles



Articles should be relevant to Europe’s interests, concerns and priorities – domestic or external.
Articles should analyse Europe’s current policymaking, pinpoint weaknesses, and make
proposals and recommendations for Europe’s future policies.



Authors should seek to address the general rather than the specialist reader, avoiding political
jargon and academic theory, or explaining it if used.



Articles should be readable and controversial enough to stimulate debate and fresh thinking.
Anecdotes and reflections may be used, but support these with facts and evidenced arguments.



Articles should emphasise the personal opinion of the author, not the position of the author’s
political party or organisation.



Word count should generally be limited to 1,000 words unless advised otherwise. Exceptions
can be made on a case-by-case basis.

Editing Process


All submitted articles are edited to conform to Europe’s World style and quality requirements.
They are returned to authors for approval, after which only minor changes can be accepted.

Authors are also asked to provide a high-resolution photo of themselves in tiff or jpg format, and their
Twitter handle to aid us in the promotion of the article.
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